Ubido

“So this is the Ubi Duo and it’s basically used for people with hearing impairments and also if a person has trouble pronouncing things and is not really easy to understand and this can be used for that too. And it’s really useful if you know you’re in school or if you’re going to a job interview because it works kind of like Facebook chat. You can type things out to the other person and they can see what you’re typing and then they can type responses and all that stuff.”

“And so what I just did was I just opened it up like that, it’s like two computers and you grab the medal handles right here, there is one on top and one on the bottom in the middle. And you just pull from the opposite directions and then now you have two separate computers which is what you need for this. And then you give one to your partner and then you keep one so you can type and the person can see what you are typing. There can be sixteen devices working on the same circuit, so sixteen people with computers can talk to each other. It’s very helpful for people who don’t speak sign language. So if they’re kind of new to being hearing impaired and they haven’t learned sign language then this is very easy for them to use. They don’t have to rely on using sign language in order to communicate. And it also helps those who aren’t hearing impaired because if you’re not hearing impaired the chances of you knowing sigh language go down a lot more. So it builds the connection from the hearing impaired community to other communities.”